IM.Echo™ - Monitor and Control Skype IM and Group Chat

With IM.Echo’s data loss prevention (DLP) for Skype, you can easily identify, monitor and automatically protect sensitive information in Skype for Business. Organizations need to protect sensitive information and prevent its inadvertent disclosure. Examples include financial data or personally identifiable information (PII) such as credit card numbers, social security numbers or health records. With IM.Echo’s data loss prevention (DLP) for Skype, you can identify, monitor and automatically protect sensitive information communicated in Skype Chat and IM.

IM.Echo creates a complete audit trail of Skype Chat and IM for extensive review and analytics. An easily administered control list can be configured to manage the communication of unsanctioned content. In addition, administrators can control Skype Chat and IM traffic based on an approved list of contacts. These controls can be adjusted to cover certain time periods so that Skype Chat usage can be confined to specific hours.

How IM.Echo Works

IM.Echo's Quick Link function restores both outgoing and incoming text for you to review. Attempts to use screen shots or keystroke loggers to secure PII are incomplete and unworkable if the goal is to provide comprehensive cybersecurity and in-depth analytics. IM.Echo manages Skype Chat and IM at the network layer.

Benefits

- Monitors, organizes and archives all Skype Chat and IM including attempts to circumvent policy.
- Identifies sensitive information across all of your locations.
- Prevents the accidental sharing of sensitive information through Skype for Business (Lync and Office 365).
- Securely audits and archives Skype IM and Group Chat activity for real time content review.
- Supports network security, regulatory compliance and employee conduct programs.
- Designates users who have permission to communicate with Skype users outside the enterprise to facilitate Chat communications with customers, vendors and trading partners.
- Reduces litigation exposure by ensuring that internal compliance programs have the information needed to identify, monitor and audit inappropriate activities.

Pricing

IM.Echo starts at just $2.30 per workstation per month with volume discounts available.*

* Requires an annual commitment. Each user session (real or virtual) is considered a workstation and consumes one license.